
Boris FX informations et nouveautés NAB 2015

Boris FX était présent au NAB 2015 stand SL4225, l'éditeur de plug-ins dédiés aux habillages
et effets spéciaux a  présenté ses dernières mises à jours et innovations, et notamment les
nouveaux BCC version 10. Pour rappel, CTM Solutions importe et distribue en France les
logiciels et les plug-ins de la société Boris FX pour Avid, Adobe, Apple, Resolve, Sony -
Licences complétes ou up-grades :
  

Boris FX™, the leading developer in VFX and workflow solutions for film and video, and
Imagineer Systems, the Academy Award-winning developer of mocha Planar Tracking tools, will
be previewing the newest versions of flagship products, Boris Continuum Complete and mocha
Pro, at the NAB Show, April 13-16, 2015 in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, booth SL4225. NAB 2015
will mark the public debut of integrated technology following the recent strategic merger
between Boris FX and Imagineer Systems :

Boris Continuum Complete (BCC) :

Boris Continuum Complete gives editors, motion graphic artists, and post-production facilities
the most comprehensive VFX plug-in suite ever created. The expansive 200+ filter collection is
ubiquitous among Avid editors and Adobe Creative Cloud users. It includes 3D titling; image
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restoration tools; lens flares, glows, and lights; keys and mattes; warp and perspective effects;
and cinematic effects. All filters take advantage of either OpenCL, NVIDIA CUDA,
multi-threading or OpenGL hardware acceleration for a streamlined design experience.

    
    -  Building upon the success of version 9, the soon-to-be-released Boris Continuum
Complete 10 offers greater integration with mocha, new 3D titling tools, import of Cinema 4D
models, new image restoration filters, new transitions, and added host support.   
    -  BCC 10 New Feature Highlights  
    -  Integrated mocha Planar Tracking: BCC 10's Pixel Chooser is now powered by mocha
planar tracking for motion tracking of spline masks and screen inserts.   
    -  Title Studio: New advanced 2D and 3D broadcast titling & motion graphics creation tool
with OpenGL-accelerated extrusions, particles, materials, reflections, environment maps, lights
and flares, support for imported Maxon Cinema 4D files, and more.   
    -  Beauty Studio: New skin smoothing algorithm for digital makeup, designed to reduce
blemishes and improve an actor's appearance. This tool is driven by exclusive mocha planar
tracking and rotoscoping.   
    -  Dropout Fixer & Object Remove: New plug-ins designed to automatically fill in missing
pixels, remove objects, and fix footage   
    -  New Transitions: Cross Melt, Cross Zoom, Film Roll.  
    -  New Effects: Glitch, Light Leak, Tilt Shift.  
    -  Support for Adobe CC 2015  
    -  New Host Support: BCC for The Foundry's NUKE, Blackmagic Fusion, and Quantel Q
systems coming soon.   
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